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1.0 [203]. 128 [1809]. 14/300 [142]. 1985
automatically [988].  

banking [1002].  

backs [1626].  

backs [1002].


Detecting [2042]. detect [2187]. Detection


detector [1500, 2501].

detectors

determination [2367].

deterministic

developments [1652].

development [328, 402, 658, 943, 1143, 1322, 1999, 2109, 2610].

developments [1652].

Device [87, 751, 1254, 1428, 1524, 1657, 1999, 2121, 2295, 2357]. device-level

devices [968, 1000, 1097, 1529, 2059, 2217, 2274, 2322, 2368, 2373, 2451, 2557].

DFAs [1484]. DGMonitor [623]. DHTs

diagnosability [816, 1244, 1518].

diagnosis [1224, 1244, 1519].

Diagnostic [77].

diagonal [1909, 2315, 2492].

diagonalization [2485]. Diagonals [541].

Diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].

Dialects [75].

diamond [1053].

diarization [2194].

dictation [2194].

dictionary [2006].

difference [1223, 1273, 1571].

differencing [1565, 2371].

different [197, 622, 1120, 1348, 1739, 1839, 1967, 2283, 2451, 2512].

differential

[47, 1037, 1252, 1361, 1638, 1840, 1858, 2348].

Diffie [1639].

Diffusion

[322, 433, 526, 927, 1561, 1716, 2200, 2347].

Digit [6, 314, 414, 2013, 2252].

digit-multiplier [2013].

Digit-Reversal [414].

Digital

[562, 1247, 1403, 1790, 1812, 1892]. digraph [1094].

digraph-based [1094].

digraphs [1653].

dimension [2438].

Dimensional


Dimensioning [760]. dimensions [1168].


Direction [1052, 1536]. Direction-aware

directional [1462, 1475]. Directions [7, 2181]. directive [899]. directive-based

directivity [1932]. directories [758, 2141].

Discover [2248]. disclosure [2483].

Discovering [635, 1858, 2251]. Discovery


DisCoP2P [1672].

Discover [480, 2402]. Disjoint [619, 976, 1005, 1107, 1633, 1751, 2023, 2292, 2378].

Disk

[403, 660, 661, 832, 1314, 1329, 1558, 1770].

Disk-Resident [403, 1770]. Disks [675, 957].

Dispatching [1114, 1225, 1351]. dispersion [2348, 2392]. dispersion-aware [2392].

displacement [2326].

display [905, 1610].

dissociation

[982, 1146, 1472, 1526, 2047, 2593].

Distance

[461, 474, 537, 708, 951, 1017, 1222, 1308, 1619, 1742, 1785].

Distance- [537].

distance-hereditary [708].

distant [1718].

distinguishing [1120].

distortion [2365].

Distributed

null
Face [174], F-MPJ [174], fabrication [178], Face [1054, 1989, 2391], facet [1585], facial [2452], facial-gaze [2452], facilitates [1410], facilitating [926], Facility [384, 425, 1031, 1090, 1838], Faceting [2179], Factor [269, 2048, 2215, 2250, 2389], factorial [693], Factoring [10, 11, 795], Factorisation [369], Factorization [63, 130, 133, 293, 421, 441, 459, 688, 2307], Factorized [469], Factors [443, 562, 2191, 2604], fading [1395, 2236], failure [906, 1102, 1344, 1632, 1872], failure-prone [1344, 1872], failures [897, 1685], fair [779, 979], fake [2434], Fall [1651], False [1168], Family [4, 580, 958, 977, 1101, 2095, 2158, 2202, 2287], fan [1307], fan-out [1307], Farewell [217], farm [2394], Fast [5, 200, 212, 302, 460, 470, 482, 545, 614, 661, 669, 693, 887, 896, 980, 1012, 1089, 1123, 1141, 1224, 1262, 1290, 1319, 1369, 1455, 1482, 1490, 1515, 1594, 1650, 1856, 1901, 1971, 2010, 2054, 2055, 2094, 2107, 2317, 2361, 2367, 2537, 2548, 2549, 2583], Fast-path [896], fat [739, 1948, 2004, 2281], fat-tree [2004], fat-tree-based [739], fat-trees [1948, 2281], Fault [177, 287, 304, 305, 307, 308, 310, 366, 378, 478, 498, 619, 680, 753, 784, 827, 856, 883, 890, 900, 911, 950, 955, 977, 1005, 1006, 1011, 1136, 1236, 1239, 1248, 1292, 1465, 1520, 1535, 1601, 1638, 1702, 1736, 1784, 1947, 2033, 2039, 2065, 2088, 2127, 2133, 2288, 2320, 2393, 2435, 2526, 2546], Fault-aware [827], fault-free [883], fault-resilient [2393], fault-resistant [1638], fault-tolerance [784, 2065, 2127], Fault-Tolerant [177, 304, 305, 308, 366, 378, 478, 498, 619, 680, 753, 784, 827, 856, 883, 890, 900, 911, 950, 955, 977, 1005, 1006, 1011, 1136, 1239, 1248, 1292, 1465, 1520, 1535, 1601, 1638, 1702, 1736, 1784, 1947, 2033, 2039, 2065, 2088, 2127, 2133, 2288, 2320, 2393, 2435, 2526, 2546], Faults [680, 705, 883, 890, 892, 2288], faulty [745, 1293, 1626], favor [2392], FDDI [239], FDDI-M [239], FDMA [1557], FDTD [1375, 1831], FEAD [1885], Feasibility [2233], feature [1651, 1834, 2535], features [1161, 2272, 2391], federated [671, 1208, 2462], Feedback [561, 750, 1998, 2257, 2434], FEM [1375], femtocells [2045], Fermat [179], Fernbach [94], FFT [91, 107, 178, 248, 299, 651, 1384, 2132, 2344].
fusion-based [2597, 2605]. Future
[110, 356, 389, 965, 1303, 1398, 1468, 1969,
2100, 2101, 2117, 2181]. Fuzzy [461, 750, 1049,
1157, 1243, 1447, 1587, 1589, 1621, 1628, 1678,
1943, 2040, 2371, 2463, 2464, 2484, 2531, 2553].
garbage-output [2464]. fuzzy-DVS [750].
FuzzyCLIPS [1157].

G [1639, 2475]. G-IK-SVD [2475]. Gabor
[2391]. GAER [1789]. gain [2045]. Gait
[1448, 1449]. Game
[979, 1003, 1367, 1389, 1992, 2044, 2047–2049,
2051, 2052, 2122, 2129, 2434, 2435, 2519, 2539].
Game-theoretic [979, 2048, 2049]. gamma
[1751, 2095]. gang [1137, 1609]. gap [1456].

Garbage
[61, 416, 1144, 1894, 2160, 2161, 2180].
garbage-output [2180]. gas [2341, 2342].
Gate [188]. gathering [783, 1871]. gating
[2013]. Gauss [325, 1666]. Gaussian
[97, 288, 1049, 2097, 2292]. gaze [2452]. Gbps

GEN_BLOCK [419]. gene
[1034, 1037, 1603, 1904]. Gene/Q [1904].

General [47, 278, 626, 698, 797, 819, 820, 895,
1234, 1260, 2220, 2574]. general-purpose
[895]. Generalized
[354, 433, 470, 674, 695, 898, 1224]. generated
[817, 1115]. generating [1703]. Generation
[56, 327, 475, 903, 965, 1082, 1469, 1608, 2074,
2111]. generations [2100]. generator [899].

Generators [16, 634]. generic
[729, 1629, 1825, 1938]. Genes [480].

Genetic [161, 231, 655, 685, 1070, 1214, 1264,
1365, 1486, 1505, 1789, 1860, 1943, 1953, 1980,
2278, 2323, 2340, 2384, 2500, 2510, 2535].
genome [1907]. genomic [1446]. geo [2099].
geo-distributed [2099]. Geocasting
[2369, 2370]. Geocasting-based
[2369, 2370]. geographic [1987].
geographically [2503]. Geometry
[62, 1511]. gesture [1460, 2441]. Gigabit
[483]. Gillespie [2346]. GIS [2514]. given
[1484]. Global [144, 202, 224, 1328, 1594,
1696, 1706, 1764, 2054, 2139, 2439, 2564].

Globally [52]. Glossary [31]. GMDH
[1710, 2257]. GMRES [1163, 1737]. goal
[1218, 1516]. goal-oriented [1516]. Google
[1735, 2357]. Gossiping [678]. GPGPU
[1075, 1355, 1374, 1478, 1479, 1840, 2135, 2214].

GPGPUs [2066]. GPU
[665, 1035, 1088, 1093, 1125, 1156, 1227, 1267,
1273, 1320, 1343, 1345, 1362, 1369, 1375, 1497,
1521, 1532, 1610, 1620, 1659, 1683, 1721, 1722,
1724, 1725, 1731, 1737, 1744, 1746, 1797, 1821,
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2357, 2401, 2402, 2470, 2476, 2485, 2492, 2510,
2524, 2527, 2529, 2533, 2537, 2578, 2588].

GPU-accelerated
[1343, 1724, 2087, 2342, 2357]. GPU-assisted
[1610]. GPU-based [1088, 1722, 1951, 2040,
2057, 2108, 2278, 2329, 2510, 2529, 2588].

GPU-enabled [1721, 2252, 2527].
GPU-likely [1744]. GPU-optimized
[2476]. GPU-sorting [2297]. GPuEGO
[1845]. GPUs
[895, 1078, 1082, 1163, 1213, 1223, 1289, 1373,
1377, 1508, 1598, 1666, 1740, 1763, 1837, 1853,
2030, 2073, 2089, 2265, 2406, 2475, 2571].

Gradient [289, 1223, 1377, 1855]. Grain
[41, 1216]. Grained
[249, 495, 682, 870, 878, 1801, 1829].

Granularity [21, 52, 1471, 2396, 2565].

Granularity-based [2565]. Graph
[247, 322, 434, 549, 616, 694, 1249, 1389, 1703,
1801, 1961, 2001, 2488, 2601]. graph-based
[1249]. Graph-Theoretic [434]. graphic
[2474]. Graphical [340]. Graphics
[1035, 1063, 1091, 1428, 1530, 1534, 1615, 1635,
1665, 2010, 2223, 2225, 2383].

Graphs
[102, 131, 291, 582, 708, 710, 890, 922, 948, 977,
1014, 1016, 1057, 1140, 1221, 1237, 1473, 2355,
2381, 2386, 2494, 2532]. Gravitational


mean-curvature [1047]. Means [447, 487, 707, 953, 1673, 1770, 1876, 2040, 2333].


Mesh-Adaptive [2554]. mesh-based [1936, 2027, 2039, 2209, 2276].

networks
[739, 816, 909, 976, 1057, 1129, 1133, 1134, 1420, 2364, 2432]. networks-on-chip
[981, 1129, 2016, 2054, 2060, 2139, 2209].
Neural [113, 433, 720, 1130, 1227, 1286, 1345, 2007, 2032, 2148, 2252, 2257, 2465].
neuro [1587]. neuro-fuzzy [1587]. neutral [1415].
Neutron [129, 552]. Neville [1067].
Newton [1640]. Newtonian [871]. next
[1469, 2440, 2457, 2458]. NFC [1806].
nilpotent [1101]. NLI [1111]. NML
[2160, 2161]. NN [1315]. NNMF [1835].
NNMFPACK [1978]. no [85, 2051].
n-no-reference [2051]. NOC
[1313, 1432, 1487, 1601, 1626, 1822, 2025, 2092, 2396, 2416, 2435, 2471, 2486, 2546].
NoC-assisted [1313]. NOC-based
[1432, 2416, 2471, 2486]. NoCs
[1094, 2029, 2288]. Node
[387, 428, 661, 775, 909, 1107, 1234, 1416, 1547, 1576, 1685, 1943, 2042, 2292, 2294, 2448].
node-disjoint [1107]. node-independent
[2292]. Nodes [155, 2557]. module [2476].
noise [1051, 1475, 1839].
noise-compensated [1051]. noises [2463].
nosy [1051]. Non [921, 987, 1042, 1238, 1270, 1794, 1921, 2131, 2218, 2253, 2289, 2563, 2599].
non-blocking [1921]. non-conforming
[1794]. non-continuous [921].
non-exclusive [1238]. non-increasing
[2131]. Non-intrusive [2599]. non-invasive
[1042]. non-makespan [1270].
non-preemptive [2289, 2563]. non-state
[987]. non-stationary [2253]. non-uniform
[2218]. nondedicated [1086]. Nonflat
[1614]. noninterruptible [851]. Nonlinear
[433, 529, 584, 874, 1061, 1092, 1145, 1242, 1640, 1908, 2169]. nonparametric [867].
nonsupervised [717]. Nonsymmetric [289].


Parallelism

Parallelism-aware [1046]. parallelisms [1025]. Parallelization
[357, 399, 865, 1076, 1291]. parameters [1365, 1636]. PARAMICS [196]. parenthesizing [1216]. Pareto [1858].

Parity [1896, 2538]. parity-preserving [2538]. Part [151, 1563, 1803]. Partial
[47, 298, 742, 1121, 1235, 1346, 2348]. Particle
[150, 213, 521, 626, 1049, 1534, 1677, 1678, 1719, 1973, 2410, 2535, 2561, 2577].

Particle-based [1973]. Particle-in-Cell

Passivation [1483]. Passive
[765, 1402, 2483]. password
[1568, 1817, 1864]. password-based
[1817, 1864]. past [1303, 1969]. Path

[295, 856, 1119, 1132, 1384, 1723, 2147, 2251, 2283, 2420]. payload [2374]. payment
[2198]. PC
[250, 363, 665, 793, 899, 1171, 1916].

PC-Based [250]. PCI [1659]. PDE
[107, 154]. Peacock [1889]. peak [2609].

pedagogy [1128]. Peer
[668, 732, 803, 858, 914, 944, 945, 1208, 1306, 1420, 1436, 1451, 1488, 1502, 1559, 2163].

Peer-exchange [858]. Peer-to-Peer
[668, 732, 803, 858, 914, 944, 945, 1208, 1306, 1420, 1436, 1451, 1502, 2163].

peer-to-peer-based [1488]. peerGroup
[943]. pen [834]. pen-based [834]. Penalty
[282]. 24 [22]. 300 [142]. 416 [80]. 860
[125]. AVC [1380, 1873, 2311, 2317]. C

CPU [752]. decryption [712]. digital
[1786]. Dissaggregation [648]. EPC [2445].

Fairness [440]. GPU [1544, 1919].

GPU-based [1543]. jobs [1735]. Machine
[496]. MARTE [2064]. mood [1456]. MPI
post-fabrication
[537, plan [2606], planar [1449], planning [1148, 1160, 1625, 2442], plants [2343, 2610]. plate [1461]. Platform
[725, 727, 919, 1118, 1156, 1180, 1197, 1211, 1322, 1357, 1489, 1502, 1521, 1670, 1815, 1852, 1889, 1901, 1905, 2071, 2110, 2116, 2117, 2123, 2125, 2211, 2229, 2295, 2325, 2453, 2604]. Platforms
[219, 234, 261, 590, 623, 764, 1083, 1103, 1125, 1289, 1490, 1729, 1743, 1748, 1824, 1917, 1923, 2039, 2079, 2093, 2136, 2153, 2261, 2319, 2330]. PLC [2201]. PMC [1244]. Point
[682, 882, 887, 1167, 1207, 1643, 1793, 2493]. policy-based [1207], pollutant [1506]. Pollution [531], polyadic [717], Polygon
[392], polyhedral [1237], Polynomial
[52, 59, 575, 973, 2134]. Polynomial-Time
[575]. polynomials [2314]. Polypeptides
[126]. Pool [881, 999]. Pool-based [999]. Pooling [2133], popularity [669, 925]. popularity-driven [925], porous [1032]. Port
[379, 902, 1271]. Portable [308, 1000]. Porting
[144], positioning [1215, 1986]. possession [2541], post [1178, 2272]. post-fabrication [1178]. Postal [357]. Potential
[1652, 2499]. Power
[1195, 1762, 1779, 2013, 2026, 2380]. power-performance [1828]. power-saving
[1245, 1976]. PowerPC [1349, 1350]. PPM
[779, 802, 829]. PPMQSsort [2159]. Practical
[713, 1283, 1457, 1867, 2162, 2365, 2499]. practice [992]. PRAMs [296], Pre
[700, 1389, 1679, 2253, 2327, 2461]. pre-analysis [2327], pre-compiler [700]. Pre-execution [1679], pre-processing
[2253, 2461], pre-scheduling [1389]. Preallocation [158], Precise [391]. Precision
[188, 1321, 1409]. Preconditioned
[1223, 1343]. Preconditioner
[1273], Preconditioners
[444, 1061]. Preconditioning
[252, 276, 1920, 2458]. Prediction
[161, 274, 332, 393, 523, 622, 707, 740, 827, 874, 1034, 1071, 1108, 1232, 1288, 1374, 1634, 1870, 1898, 1903, 2036, 2050, 2065, 2084, 2091, 2162, 2215, 2230, 2231, 2301, 2329, 2402, 2530]. predictions [817]. predictive
[1893, 2140, 2501]. Predictor
[553, 2190], predictors [987, 2063]. preemption [1624], preemptive
[2289, 2563]. Preface
[918, 1023, 1182, 1205, 1372, 1753, 2242]. Prefetch [677, 1329]. Prefetching
[503, 818, 846, 1079, 1679, 1706, 2026, 2179]. Prefix
[78, 280, 291, 460, 551, 572, 778, 1945]. preliminary
[1504], preprocessing [2463]. Presence
[414, 647], present
[1303, 1809]. PRESENT-128
[1809]. PRESENT-80
[1809], preserve [1674], preserving
[987, 1567, 1571, 2250, 2389, 2538]. pressure
[1938], prevent [1869], preventing
[705, 2193, 2443]. prevention
[1583, 2454]. Preventive
[608], Price
[276], Price/Performance
[276]. Pricing
[482, 848, 1320, 1534, 2490, 2539]. Primal
[1396]. prime
[2354]. Principal
[2266, 2450]. principle
[792], priorities
[1653]. prioritization
[1705]. Prioritizing
[2531]. priority
[120, 723, 1162, 1558, 1940, 2064]. PRISM
[608], Privacy
[970, 1002, 1207, 1269, 1347, 1412, 1413, 1567, 1571, 1579, 1964, 2118, 2126, 2250, 2389, 2437].
Privacy-aware [1347, 1964].
Procesors [6, 53, 474, 593, 736, 767, 811, 1030, 1039, 1091, 1150, 1178, 1180, 1240, 1245, 1258, 1293, 1349, 1350, 1540, 1635, 1695, 1699, 1704, 1706, 1867, 1910, 1926, 2077, 2084, 2190, 2312, 2429, 2574].
Programs [33–35, 153, 169, 231, 262, 324, 327, 332, 400, 464, 516, 535, 627, 792, 961, 1204, 1331, 1346, 1829, 1843, 1877, 2033, 2182, 2501].
progress [1288, 1635]. progressive [1064].
project [762, 805, 2271, 2357, 2598].
projecting [1625]. projection [2212].
provisioning [585, 1236, 1298, 1344, 1451, 1538, 1890, 1946, 1956, 2000, 2103, 2154, 2356, 2444, 2489, 2505].
proximity-aware [1488]. proxy [1470, 1675, 1715, 1869]. PS [1899, 2028].
Recommendation

Reconfigurable

Reconfiguration

Reconstruct

Reconstruction

record

recording

recordings

records

Recovering

Recurrence

Recurrences

Recursive

RED

redesign

Redistribution

reduce

Reducing

Reduction

Redundancy

Reference

References

Refrainment

Region

Region-based

Regions

Registers

registration

regression

Regular

Reinforcement

reinforcement-learning

related

Reliability

Reliable

Relocation

Remap

Rerouting

Rerouting

Replicating

Replicating

Replicating

Reputation

Reputation-based

Reputation-oriented

Request

required

Requirements

requirements-aware

rerouting

Research
**Shared-Memory** [115, 144, 146, 173, 230, 283, 476, 1076].
sharing [817, 1000, 1117, 1146, 1203, 1211, 1269, 1306, 1642, 1745, 1861, 1964, 1997, 2082, 2113, 2141, 2163, 2166, 2171, 2176, 2512].
sharpness [2476].  
**Shear-Warp** [421].  
Shibboleth [974].  
Shielding [438].  
Shift [457].  
Shift-Variant [457].  
shifters [2160, 2161].  
shifted [1581].  
shifts [1299].  
ship [2459].  
shop [1616].  
short [995, 2583].
**Shortest** [247, 725, 884, 2089, 2442].  
shortly [1766].  
shot [1381].  
SI [897, 1316].  
Sibling [2155].  
Side [35].  
sided [1879].  
Sidney [94].  
Sierpinski [1772].  
Sieve [13].  
sieving [1991].  
sigma [1475].  
SigMR [2066].  
signal [1892, 2135, 2312].  
signals [1051, 1481].  
signature [1470, 1814, 2066, 2430].
signatures [995].  
signcryption [1869].  
Signed [461, 2228].  
Signed-Distance [461].  
SIIS [2446].  
silent [2520].  
silicon [2060, 2077, 2100].  
silicon-photonic [2100].  
silver [972].  
SIMD [149, 318, 1431, 1711, 1744, 2361].
**SMD-parallel** [1431].  
Similar [647, 952, 2476].  
similarity [1447, 1497, 1774, 1832, 1881, 2164, 2325].
**Simple** [629, 1548, 1894, 2142, 2495, 2518].
**Simplex** [107, 891].  
simplification [2302].
**Simplified** [1206].  
**Simulated** [404, 477, 2197, 2409, 2569].  
Simulating [98, 544, 907, 1482, 1958, 2385].  
**Simulation-based** [309].
**Simulations** [107, 213, 296, 345, 406, 532, 648, 806, 1072, 1387, 1724, 1933, 2345, 2417, 2429].  
**Simulator** [602, 1310, 1722].  
**simulators** [2287].  
**simultaneous** [796, 1542, 2311].  
Sina [2049].  
**Single** [395, 404, 524, 560, 579, 582, 710, 1242, 1480, 1667, 1711, 1909, 2018].  
**Single-Chip** [560].  
**single-core** [1667].  
**single-GPU** [1909].  
**Single-Hop** [579].  
**Single-Row** [404, 582, 710].  
**Single-tape** [1480].  
**single/multi** [1711, 2018].  
**single/multi-core** [1711, 2018].  
**Singularity** [506].  
sink [2374, 2375].  
sinks [847, 2460].  
sites [1106, 2336].  
situation [2467].  
Size [280, 460, 492, 509, 609, 738, 2137, 2318].  
sized [693, 2494].  
Sizes [443, 1473].  
SkeiCL [1725].  
Skeletal [1509].  
skeleton [2927].  
Skeletons [248].  
**Skewed** [400].  
**Skewing** [570].  
**skyline** [2271, 2548, 2549].  
**SLA** [1323, 1410, 1793, 1976, 2185, 2436, 2480].  
**SLA-aware** [2480].  
**SLA-awareness** [1793].  
**SLA-based** [1410, 2436].  
**slave** [814, 1510].  
sleep [1939].  
Slice [1981].  
**Slice-based** [1981].  
**slicing** [1757].  
**Slot** [1728].  
**Slotnick** [1].  
**slots** [1943].  
**slotted** [1791].  
**small** [869, 1125, 1384, 1649, 1712, 2134, 2244, 2383].  
**small-footprint** [1125].  
**small-scale** [1384].  
**small-world** [1712].  
**Smart** [747, 966, 1333, 1401, 1529, 1553, 1562, 1567, 1577, 1790, 1874, 1895, 1898, 1987, 1994, 2034, 2113, 2124, 2197, 2201, 2356, 2359, 2361, 2366, 2367, 2369, 2370].  
**SmartMic** [1880].  
**smartphone** [1880].  
**smartphone-based** [1880].  
**SmartRank** [2034].  
**smoking** [1197].  
**Smooth** [808, 871].  
smoother [1514].  
**SMP** [510, 577, 637, 1065, 1029].  
**SMP-NUMA** [1065].  
**SMPs** [614].  
**snapshot** [757, 1872].  
**SNMP** [606].  
**SNSP** [1792].  
**SnW** [1759].  
**SoC** [496].  
**SoC-Architecture** [496].  
**social-balanced** [2228].  
**social-networks** [1550].  
**socially** [1992].  
**sockets** [716].  
**SoCs** [643].  
**Soft** [2184, 2435, 2493, 2534].  
**soft-hard** [2435].  
tolerate [892, 2288]. tolerating [705, 1885].

Tool [294, 340, 387, 388, 428, 429, 623, 1729, 1820, 1830, 943, 946, 1058, 1074, 1498, 2287].
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